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About This Game

Space - The Return Of The Pixxelfrazzer is an open-world sci-fi hack'n'slash.

Your aim is to explore the inexhaustible amounts of destructible asteroid fields, spacestations and unknown planets of the
universe.

And by exploring I mean hacking, slashing and destroying everything that comes into your way.
Shredding all kind of objects means getting more resources and getting more resources means upgrading your ship so you can

shred more kind of objects, which rapidly becomes an addicting spiral.
And maybe, one day you'll probably find out about one of the most unsolved mystery of our universe... the pixxelfrazzer.

Be excited of all the cool features this game brings to you:
• all sorts of combinable weapon upgrades and active abilities

• procedurely generated infinite world
• quests

• cool physics
• randomly generated music

• local co-op (Xbox360 controller required)
• and a lot of love

Not only is Space completly designed, created and programmed by one person, the whole gameengine is build up by this guy
and this grants you an unique experience of a game the couldn't be any more indie.
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Title: Space - The Return Of The Pixxelfrazzer
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Sørb
Publisher:
Sørb
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 20 MB available space

English,German
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This is hilarious.
It is an on rails shooter that with some "amazing" voice acting.
The game is seriously fun to play for a while. Not sure if it is still good on hour 2 though.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/KqlO7Br1siM. that was, quite possibly, the worse game i've ever played.. Great potential, but it fell short and
was way to fast for 19.99. never again. how do i activate the dlc?
. This Game is very fun and interesting. But the game devs and the streamers of this game are to most power abusive and
ignorant i've ever seen. If you are playing the game and a dev or a streamer gets don't go anywhere near them or just straight up
logoff. i like this game a lot but the abuse of these groups ruin it for several people.. You will need to cap the game at 60 fps and
run it in compatibility mode for Windows Vista if you want a smooth experience. Besides that the game is fantastic and worth
the money.
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A fun little retro SRPG. There are a lot of different builds and party formations to try.

The UI takes a little getting used to (should be improved in next patch) but in general it is fun.

Could be a bit longer? Looks like I beat the game in 8 hours. But the game is priced accordingly.. Wish there was a neutral
button here. If you really love The Munsters this could be good for you. Otherwise, stay away. Just don't expect too much.. Last
Dream is a really cool old-school rpg that you have so much choice and control over your own experience of the game. When
you start a new game you choose your party of four (out of 8 characters), the difficulty, enemy encounter rate, and when and
where you can save. From what I've played so far it has item crafting, good dungeons, annoying puzzles (by that I mean they're
good), tonnes of loot, decent exploration and an interesting story. If your looking for an old-school rpg to play you should get it I
can't recommend it enough.. Simple game with simple controls suitable for kids. You can reverse gravity to get you through 40
simple puzzles in less than 30mins then idle the game for the trading cards/ keep playing to complete achievements. Only worth
it if you grab it on sale or in a bundle. A couple of speed run levels made the game more interesting for a minute or two.. freakin
phenominal the games horde mode is crazy as all hell the story modes puzzles, puzzle me lol, see what i did there lol ummm get
the game its definitly worth it i cant wait for updates like more games and everything like that , gamne of the year yall.. I highly
recommend this game if you like puzzle games.

-Has many many levels.
-The levels are not too hard and too easy, they are just the right amount of difficulty.
-Every level has two bonus challenges for those looking for added difficulty.
-Many types of blocks that gets you to think differently for each new level.

I can see that the developers really put their hearts into making this game, and even though I've only played 4 hours I already
know it was worth the money spent.. Can't play the game at all on my windows 8.1 pc.. Other than the backkwars cab view
every time I try to shunt the transport cars they derail. not matter the speed or antything i do they derail every single time
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